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Egypt's local elite consisted primarily of officers of the seven Ottoman regiments stationed in the province9 and the group of grandees known as beys, who held subprovincial governorships and such posts as pilgrimage commander and treasurer. Localized Ottoman officials, such as longtime administrators or exiled palace eunuchs, could also join this elite. A grandee typically built up an entourage of slaves, domestic servants, bodyguards, and assorted clients who collected at his place of residence. He might provide for the mamluks and mercenaries among his clients by placing them on the regimental payrolls, an increasingly frequent practice after the 16th century. The governor's entourage, naturally, coalesced in Cairo's citadel, and the entourages of beys and officers typically gathered in the palatial houses that many of them owned in various neighborhoods of the city. Elite residences tended to concentrate in certain areas of the city; in the course of the 17th and 18th centuries, the hub of elite residence shifted from Birkat al-Fil in southern Cairo to Birkat al-Azbakiyya in the western part of the city.10 Chronicles of the period typically refer to such a residence-based conglomerate as bayt." Such a structure is what most historians have in mind when they speak of the Mamluk household, taking into account that not all the members of the grandee's entourage need be slaves.
Yet groups of clients could also form within the barracks where the Ottoman troops were garrisoned, much as they did in the Janissary barracks in Istanbul. In this process, an officer cultivated clients among the soldiery in the subdivision of the corps that he led. Histories of Ottoman Egypt give ample evidence of such groups, typically led by lower officers who did not have the money or status to build lavish houses outside the barracks. The 17th and 18th centuries saw the rise of two particularly aggressive Janissary bosses, Kiiuiik Mehmed and Ifranj Ahmed. Both held the rank of bavodabasi, or chief barracks (oda) commander, the smallest subdivision of the Janissary corps.12 The hierarchical structure and routine of barracks life no doubt facilitated their attempts to attract clients among those under their command. Such followings within a regiment are usually called taraf, td'ifa, or jama'a in the chronicles, although these terms can denote a number of other sorts of social and military groups as well.13 They do not easily fit the rubric of the Mamluk household. Yet the chronicles suggest that such gangs were contiguous with residence-based households, for once a regimental officer had attained a high enough rank and income-typically those of favu'4-he would normally leave the barracks and purchase, confiscate, or build a house in one of Cairo's neighborhoods. Here, he would build up a domestic-cum-military household of his own on the foundation of the followers he had cultivated in the barracks. 15 In all, then, three types of household coexisted on the local scene: (1) the households of the governor and other Ottoman officials and former officials, (2) the households of local grandees, and (3) groups within the barracks. These were all, however, interconnected: Ottoman functionaries who formed households on the spot became local grandees, as did barracks strongmen who left the barracks and formed sophisticated households. In the latter case, the household could serve as an instrument of social mobility within the military cadre, or at the least as an affirmation of having attained an influential status. In the former case, it served as a meeting ground for imperial and local interests by providing an opportunity for imperial functionaries to exercise local influence and to co-opt local luminaries.
Thus it appears that the term "Mamluk household" confuses the reality of Ottoman Egypt's military society because it excludes the barracks groups and ignores precedents for and parallels to the Egyptian household in other parts of the Ottoman Empire. Moreover, the chroniclers of and the participants in this society did not, to judge from their own writings, employ this term themselves. In the chronicles of the 17th and 18th centuries, a mamluk denotes simply a military slave. Furthermore, the word mamluk and the various terms for "household," such as bayt, taraf, and tdaifa, are never combined. The terminology that these sources do employ seems instead to acknowledge that a household commonly contained non-mamluks in addition to mamluks. The historian CAbd al-Rahman al-Jabarti, whose lengthy chronicle cAjdDib al-dthdrfi al-tardjim wa al-akhbir is probably the most widely cited source on Ottoman Egyptian society, frequently uses the phrase atbdc wa mamalik (followers and mamluks) to refer to a grandee's entourage.16 Arguing from al-Jabarti's usage, some historians have asserted that the singular of atbdc, tabi', must designate a non-mamluk or, on the other hand, that it is simply a synonym for mamluk.'7 I would argue that the term has no bearing on slave status but denotes a follower who may or may not be a mamluk. This meaning is implicit in the manner in which alJabarti uses tadbi. salary; however, several more pieces of information were not infrequently added: the name of the soldier's father and/or his patron, his place of origin, perhaps even his craft.23 In these registers, no specific indication of slave or free-born status occurs; the word mamluk is absent, as is the Turkish word kul or any other term for a slave. However, the word tabi' is applied both to soldiers whose slave status is apparent from the fact that they are labeled ibn CAbdullah and to those whose fathers are specified. The Ottoman administrators, it appears, identified these soldiers not by their slave status but by the persons whom they followed.
Clearly, the sort of follower designated by tabic is a military client who is engaged in a patron-client relationship, or intisab, with a senior personage. The patrons who appear in the pay lists and in the chronicles comprise a broad range of higher and lower officers, beys, imperial officials, bureaucrats, descendants of the Prophet (ashrdf), and others. Tabic The implication is that Bilifya is a dependency of al-Bahnasa and, as such, belongs to a group of villages included in alBahnasa. We might by analogy take tabi' in the context of military clientage to mean a soldier who is a dependent of an officer, bey, or official and who belongs to the group of soldiers whom this person patronizes. In other words, the tabi' is a member of his patron's entourage, or household. In fact, as Rifaat Abou-el-Haj's work has shown, the word does not belong to mamluk terminology at all but simply denotes any member of any household, whether or not he or she is a slave.25 In stressing household membership, furthermore, tabi' differs from the Turkish term qirak, which denotes a protege who is promoted to a higher office by a patron without necessarily belonging to that patron's household.26 In general, the reliance of both official documents and local chroniclers on tabic as a generic term for members of the entourages or grandees, regardless of slave status, gives the impression that household membership overshadowed slave status in defining a person's position in Egyptian military society by the late 17th century.
I believe that the concept of the household, allowing for a wide range of variation, from relatively informal barracks coalitions to highly articulated residence-based conglomerates, provides a more flexible and representative framework within which to place Ottoman Egypt's military society than the conventional notion of a neoMamluk military regime. Focusing on the household as a unit of social organization in its own right, rather than as an inherently Mamluk phenomenon, also allows us to accommodate the decidedly disparate elements who participated in household building: officers and beys, Caucasian slaves and free-born Anatolian Muslims, merchants and artisans, ulema and ashrdf. Emphasizing the household also enables us to link Egypt to the pattern followed by the Ottoman Empire as a whole during the period after the death of Siileyman I. A hallmark of the diffusion of imperial power was the efflorescence of households removed from the political center: those of provincial governors and of high palace officials. Such households were the prototypes for the households of local notables (a'yan) that came to dominate provincial society during the 18th and 19th centuries.27 Egypt's prospective acyan con- Far more difficult to define are the smaller, less wealthy households of lower officers or officials that coalesced in the barracks of Cairo's citadel or perhaps in modest homes. One can speculate that they were somewhat more loosely organized than the great houses because many soldiers had shops and even homes in or near Cairo's bazaars44 and would therefore not tend to group regularly in a central location unless mustered for a military expedition or to receive their salaries. Most likely the headquarters of such a household was the barracks room, or oda, where the barracks commander acted as boss of his subordinates. By the 18th century, barracks commanders, or odabapis, were the most numerous household heads among the Janissaries and CAzeban.45 Women could have participated in these households only tangentially, for although some officers housed their wives in Cairo's citadel,46 the main arenas of most wives' and daughters' activity would have been the houses of their respective husbands and fathers.
The bases of households in common property, commercial partnerships, and marriage alliances have remained virtually unexplored with reference to Ottoman Egypt.47 Yet such considerations were fundamental to household formation; they provide a critical key to our understanding of household building strategies and of household self-definition. These issues can be addressed through creative exploitation of the narrative and archival sources that historians of Ottoman Egypt already use. Military salary registers of the sort cited earlier can shed some light on the composition of both large and modest households, although their evidence is relatively sketchy, and much must be read into them. The statistical evidence that they offer, however, finds a ready complement in the contents of the deeds of pious endowments (waqfiyyas) and inheritance registers of various regimental officers. Such registers typically list the members of these officers' entourages, including their slaves, clients, agents, and heirs, and thus provide clear evidence of household composition.48 A more elusive household feature that cannot be easily addressed through archival sources is what one might call the folkways of military households, particularly groups of soldiers headquartered in barracks. Indications of Ottoman Egypt's barracks culture are most likely to be found in narrative sources emanating from the barracks themselves. The best known and most accessible of these is the so-called Damurdashi group of chronicles, five early-1 8th-century chronicles written in a form of colloquial Arabic. The authors of these chronicles are all connected to officers of the 'Azeban corps, which by the 18th century was second in size, wealth, and influence only to the Janissaries. Their works provide some inkling of the culture of the 'Azeban corps as a whole.49 No similar body of chronicles survives from the Janissary corps, despite its immense social importance in Ottoman Egypt. Nonetheless, scattered manuscripts, generally in Ottoman Turkish, exist. In an intriguing anonymous narrative now in the Bibliotheque nationale, a Janissary recounts to his barracksmates in Cairo his exploits as a captive in France following the abortive 1683 Ottoman seige of Vienna. The narrator's details of Versailles and Louis XIV's weaponry and military deployment attest to a little-suspected worldliness and a keen technological curiosity among the Janissaries. More generally, the text reflects the officer hierarchy within the Janissary corps and gives some idea of barracks routine.50
The very fact that a narrative tradition existed within the military regiments suggests that oral and perhaps written literary production and, no doubt, other arts were cultivated in that setting, and that therefore the barracks were not simply rude bunkhouses crowded with coarse soldiers. On the contrary, this tradition gives Egypt's soldiery a voice and puts the officer class, at least, in a position to write its own history. The language of these regimental narratives also has implications for the place in Egyptian society of the various military corps. The Damurdashi chronicles are composed in an Arabic that, although colloquial, is heavily peppered with Turkish military and administrative terms; the Janissary narrative, in contrast, is composed entirely in Ottoman Turkish. This linguistic difference could indicate that the CAzeban were more thoroughly assimilated to Cairene society than the Janissaries. Alternatively, it could mean the regiments in general had become more thoroughly assimilated by the early decades of the 18th century, when the Damurdashi chronicles were composed, than they had been at the time of the Vienna debacle of 1683.51 Because such chronicles reflect the milieu within which they were produced, they allow the historian to move beyond mere names and numbers to achieve some idea of the role of the military household in instilling an identifiable military culture.
In general, broadening the pool of sources from which historians draw can yield a more inclusive, and therefore more faithful, reconstruction of Ottoman Egypt's military households. Critical to this effort are sources that are produced within the households themselves, or as a direct result of the households' activities: chronicles of the regiments, salary registers, waqfiyyas, and inheritance registers. Although such sources can amplify our impressions of the large, highly visible households represented in more conventional narrative sources and in archival sources emanating from the imperial center, they are essential for an appreciation of the barracks conglomerates that, although easily overlooked by mainstream institutional history, were critical to the evolution of Egypt's military society. These lesser households were the building blocks of that society; in such barracks contingents the Qazdagli group, which controlled Egypt from the rise of Ibrahim Kahya until after the French invasion of 1798, had its beginnings.
But a larger pool of sources can elucidate the household's role only if the historian adopts a more inclusive definition of the military household that does not adhere strictly to the model of the Mamluk sultanate but assesses the military entourage as an instrument of cultural assimilation and social mobility. By addressing these functions in a wide range of households, from loose barracks gangs to residential conglomerates, we can transcend the limitations and assumptions of Mamluk terminology and achieve a more nuanced view of the military society that The Military Household in Ottoman Egypt 49 is ordinarily labeled Mamluk. At the same time, we can restore Egypt's military society to its Ottoman context by recasting it as a regional variation on a householdbased elite culture that existed throughout the Ottoman Empire and that integrated the imperial center with its provinces.
Within an even broader context, the household is an attractive historiographical tool because it has a much wider application than does the Mamluk institution. Not only does it allow us to integrate Egyptian historiography into the broad range of central and provincial Ottoman historiography; it has farther-reaching implications, as well. As a structure for the maintenance and assimilation of a wide variety of recruits, the Egyptian military household bears comparison to similar structures in a variety of societies and periods: to lineage factions in medieval Florence, to officer-led gangs within the former Soviet army, even to Mafia families.52 Such comparisons can sharpen our appreciation of the household as the milieu within which members of Egypt's military establishment carried out their daily operations, and as the framework that shaped their self-perception. Once we admit that we are not dealing with a phenomenon in all respects unique to Egypt, we can use the fruits of historiographical ventures in other fields to gain new insights into how Egypt's households, and by extension Ottoman Egyptian society in general, may really have functioned. 
